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Highlights 

§ Mass attackers who do not expect to survive their attacks are content with the notion that their 
posthumous identities will live on. 

§ We will continue to prioritize analyzing how these attacks unfold and how the attackers prepare 
for them in the interest of public safety; occasionally, shooter's identities will be relevant to that 
analysis, but typically, they will not. 

§ Undermining one common key incentive of the would-be mass murderer — the desire for 
notoriety — could save lives. 

Editor's Note: This security-focused assessment was originally published on Stratfor Threat 
Lensin July 2018; we republish it to share our views on the subject of identifying attackers in 
light of the two mass shootings in the United States the weekend of Aug. 3-4. It is one of many 
such analyses found at Stratfor Threat Lens, a unique protective intelligence product designed 
with corporate security leaders in mind. Threat Lens enables industry professionals and 
organizations to anticipate, identify, measure and mitigate emerging threats to people, assets, 
and intellectual property the world over. Threat Lens is the only unified solution that analyzes 
and forecasts security risk from a holistic perspective, bringing all the most relevant global 
insights into a single, interactive threat dashboard. 
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In 2007, a 14-year-old boy in Pennsylvania was arrested because he had asked a friend to help 
him attack a local school. The friend turned him in, and authorities subsequently unearthed his 
extensive correspondence with an 18-year-old in Finland who was a "Columbiner," or one of 
thousands online who are students of — and fans of — the Columbine attacks and the shooters. 
(We will not be naming any of these persons.) The timely tip dashed the 14-year-old's 
aspirations, but the Finn went on to attack a school, killing seven victims at random before 
committing suicide. 

The Big Picture 
Understanding the ideology and tactics of mass shooters can help lead to the detection, and 
hopefully prevention, of mass shootings as the attacker progresses through his attack cycle. 
Occasionally, shooter's identities will be relevant to that analysis, but typically, they will not. 

See Security 

Like the Columbine killers, the 19-year-old shooter who killed 17 people at Stoneman Douglas 
High School in February 2018 has a large online fan base, composed variously of well-wishers, 
people sympathetic to his perceived social and mental health issues, and — more chillingly — 
some who identify with him and want to emulate him. Some have even taken on his identity in a 
perverse online adoption of him as their avatar. Authorities have said they do not allow the 
shooter to read his fan mail. 

Mass attackers who do not expect to survive their attacks are content with the notion that their 
posthumous identities will live on. As we have said, extreme narcissism plays a significant role 
in the mass attacker's mindset. Before his rampage, the Stoneman Douglas shooter said in a 
YouTube video: "With the power of my AR you will all know who I am ... You will all see. You 
will all know who (sic) my name is." Unfortunately for potential future victims, his words have 
proved true. 

To stymie these efforts at notoriety, 100 law enforcement officers and academics urged in 
an October 2017 open letter that the media: 

§ not name perpetrators. 
§ not use photos or likenesses of the perpetrator. 
§ Stop using names, photos or likenesses of past perpetrators. 
§ Report everything else about these crimes in as much detail as desired. 

We doubt very much whether the media will follow the first three of these principles any time 
soon: There is too much public pressure for details, and media outlets are, of course, businesses. 
We, however, will continue to prioritize analyzing how these attacks unfold and how the 
attackers prepare for them in the interest of public safety. Occasionally, shooter's identities will 
be relevant to that analysis, but typically, they will not. 

We do not think a time will come when law enforcement can interdict every such attack, 
although all attackers are bound to the attack cycle and are vulnerable to detection if someone is 
looking for them. We as a society cannot fix rage, narcissism, suicidal tendencies, or the 
influence of online advocacy postings and terrorist websites. But we can draw attention to a 
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central fact about all but a few active shooter and mass murder incidents: The attackers play it 
safe by targeting the defenseless. The correct societal response to that is contempt. 

Occasionally, shooter's identities will be relevant, but typically, they will not. 

Spokespersons for the police might consider a similar approach. While police richly deserve 
recognition from the press and the public when they resolve mass murders, they should avoid 
saying anything that might excite or incentivize would-be copycats. Moreover, they should take 
every opportunity to minimize, even belittle, the attacker's narcissistic actions. We know that 
police officers view these perpetrators with well-deserved contempt; they should be allowed to 
say so, or their spokespersons should say it for them. 

Our intention here is not to taunt would-be active shooters, or to target shift them onto first 
responders (although we suspect most first responders wish these "stray mutts" would do just 
that). Our goal — tactical, not strategic; practical, not philosophical — is to create a competing 
counternarrative that has some of us, at least, saying to the world's would-be "stray mutts" that: 
"If you bear arms against unarmed, defenseless people, your identity and your spurious reasons 
will be ignored. If you are remembered at all, it will be not as the righteous avengers you 
imagine yourselves to be, but merely as the opportunistic predators you are." We urge this as a 
social engineering tactic, since undermining one key incentive of the would-be mass murderer 
could save lives. 
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Police block a street during an 

unsanctioned rally in the center of Moscow last month. (Pavel Golovkin/AP) 
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Abigail Marsh is a professor of psychology and neuroscience at 
Georgetown University and author of the “The Fear Factor.’’ 
I don’t know you. But I’m guessing I can still tell you something important about yourself: You are 
more freaked out about the world — especially the other people in it — than you should be. 

For starters, you are reading this, which means you consume at least some news media. And the 

news is, lately, a scary place. Perhaps you saw some stunning graphs recently that depicted 

the most common actual causes of death in the United States, the causes of death most commonly 
searched for online and those that get the most news coverage. In reality, most people die of diseases 
of old age, such as heart disease and cancer. By contrast, more than half of news coverage is devoted 
to homicides and terrorism, which account for a minuscule fraction — less than 1 percent — of actual 
deaths. Perhaps as a result, about 10 percent of white-knuckled web searches for likely causes of 
death are for these largely unlikely outcomes. 

We disproportionately buy, click on and share scary stories about people killing other people. And 
for this, you can blame your brain. Your brain’s most important job is to take in information about 
the messy, confusing world we inhabit, find patterns embedded in the noise and use them to make 
predictions about the future. Brains particularly like actionable intelligence — and the most useful 
information pertains to threats that can be avoided, thus increasing your odds of survival. 
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Heart disease and strokes don’t provide much fodder for this prediction machine. We know why they 
happen: because we get old. Talk about unactionable intelligence. The best you can do is stave them 
off for a while by doing things we already know are healthy: Eat well, exercise, don’t smoke. You can 
almost hear your brain yawning. 

Now consider a gunman mowing down a crowd of innocents. Acts like these are rare, vivid and 
unexpected. The combination sets your brain whirring, generating a red-alert signal called a 
“prediction error,” a surge of activity deep in the brain’s emotional core. A prediction error signal 
screams: “Look for a cause! Prevent this next time!” This leaves you craving even more information 
about such attacks, in the vain hope you can predict the next one. 

Your brain responds this way to scary natural disasters like earthquakes, too. But unlike 
earthquakes, murder and terrorism carry yet another feature that really throws the prediction 

machinery for a loop: They are caused by people. Predicting the actions of other people is 

unusually difficult, because it requires understanding the minds directing them. 
 
And you’re not nearly as good at intuiting the minds of others — even people you know well — as you 

think you are. So the best way to figure people out is — and get ready, here comes some science — to 
ask them questions. Really. And this strategy works great in daily life, but not so well for mass 

murderers. Another strategy is stereotyping: What do mass murderers usually look and sound like? 
This is not very effective, largely because there is no template (other than being male) to which mass 
murderers conform. A third strategy is to use yourself as a model: “What would I be thinking in this 
person’s shoes?” Again: A good strategy for daily life, less so for understanding rare acts of horrifying 
violence. 
 

The reason is that most people would never commit an act like this. I’ve spent more than 

a decade conducting research on rare populations such as altruistic kidney 
donors and psychopathic teenagers, and I’ve come away convinced of two things: First, 

we are not all the same. Some people have much more (or less) capacity for compassion than 
average. And second: The average person is really pretty nice. Study after study bears me out — most 
people return lost wallets, share resources, donate to charity and help strangers as a default 
response. Think about it this way: If people weren’t, on average, pretty compassionate, we wouldn’t 
need a label like “psychopath” for the small group of people who aren’t. 
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Thus, the average person is totally unable to understand or predict why anyone would want to kill 
innocent people. And so the brain’s prediction machine draws the worst possible conclusion: If we 
can’t predict who among us is capable of heinous violence, it’s best to assume anyone could be. From 
there, it’s just one step further to conclude: Everyone could be. Translation: Trust no one. 

This sequence can leave many people (up to 1 in 5 of us) genuinely paranoid — unreasonably 
suspicious of everyone’s intent. And while maintaining this psychological defensive crouch might 
seem like a safe bet, this is your brain fooling you. In reality, assuming that people are trustworthy is 

the better strategy. People who are trusting have more money and more friends. They are also 
happier, perhaps because their social lives are more rewarding. Trust also makes the world a 

better place — it’s the basis of all cooperation and social capital. 

So, try it out. Assume the best of others. Ask a stranger a friendly question. Trust that others will 
usually treat you well in return. Sometimes they won’t, to be sure, and you should always be alert for 
genuine red flags. But you don’t need to go looking for them, in the news or in real life. And you 
might be surprised to discover you don’t miss that freaked-out feeling at all. 
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